Once upon a time far, far away in a zoo, the animals woke up with a surprise. When they opened their eyes they saw all the leaves in the trees have turned orange, red, yellow, and brown.

Many leaves had fallen to the ground. The animals started having fun jumping in the leaves.

The animals turned orange, yellow, red and brown like the leaves! All the animals turned fall colors, except for the elephant. The elephant turned purple!

Suddenly, the elephant turned into a monster! All the animals were hiding in a panic!

“Kaboom”, thunder suddenly shook the trees and all the animals were scared. Cold rain began to fall on the zoo and the elephant said, “Don’t be scared of me. Thunder is scary, but I’m not.”

The animals were hiding. They got quiet and listened to the elephant. The elephant said, “Don’t be scared of me because I look different. I am an animal just like you.” The animals came out and began to talk.

Then they went outside and said “hello” to the elephant. They invited him to the pumpkin patch and they all carved jack-o-lanterns together.

The animals were having fun together …… When all of a sudden the pumpkin that the elephant carved turned into a ghost. The animals were scared and began running.

The trees shook and shook and more rain came pouring down. All of a sudden the carved pumpkins, every one of them, turned into the scariest ghosts.
Mrs. Hartzell

The elephant and his friends went to trick or treating. Then the ground shook and there was a giant vampire.

Mrs. Ludeman

The vampire snatched all of the animals’ trick or treat bags and ate all of the candy. He got lots of cavities and he ruined his fangs so he had to go to the dentist.

Mrs. Marchini

When the vampire walked into the dentist office everyone screamed and started running in circles around the office yelling, “run for your life.” The dentist walked out of his office and told everyone to calm down. He said, “This is my friend Vinnie the Vampire.”

Ms. Parker

Instead of Vinnie the Vampire scaring the animals, the animals scared Vinnie. Vinnie said to the animals, “Why are you scared of me? I’m scared of you!”

Mrs. Petruccelli

I’m the one who took and are all your candy. I’m really sorry, please don’t call the cops.

Ms. Vierra

Suddenly, Vinnie and the animals were surrounded by the SWAT team! They were about to arrest Vinnie, when the elephant stood up and yelled “STOP!”

Mrs. Castle

The SWAT team was surprised that the elephant could talk. They decided to take the talking purple monster ~ elephant to the circus and they dropped Vinnie the Vampire off in the swamp.

Mrs Garry

A cat used Kung-fu to get Vinnie out. The cat wasn’t strong enough so he called the cat army.
**Mrs. Hillstead**

The big, strong cat army arrived with a humongous ball of yarn.
   
   Vinnie the Vampire started to sink! The cat army yelled, “We have to get him “me out” now!”
   
   Then they threw the ball of yarn to Vinnie the Vampire and finally pulled him out of the swamp.

**Mrs. Hoverter**

The cat army and Vinnie all decided to go trick or treating together. After trick or treating, they decided to have a party so they could make a graph of their candies.

**Mrs. Henley**

The zoo animals were mad at Vinnie the Vampire because he didn’t invite them so they snuck in. They rolled around in the leaves and turned colors to disguise themselves so they couldn’t be seen at the party.

**Mrs. Soriano/Mrs. Sims**

The zoo animals jumped into the party arena and demanded the candies. The cat army and Vinnie apologized and they partied together.

**Mrs. Zanker**

Suddenly, twenty one people wearing ski masks crashed the party and stole all the candy. But before they could get away, the purple monster elephant sat on them and got the candy back! The animals, cat army and Vinnie cheered for the elephant and all began doing the Michael Jackson “Thriller” dance.